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ퟏ.푹푬푨푳 푵푼푴푩푬푹푺 
March-2015 

1. Insert 4 rational numbers between  푎푛푑 1 푤푖푡ℎ 표푢푡 푢푠푖푛푔  푓표푟푚푢푙푎. 

2. Write any three numbers of two digits. Find the L.C.M and H. C. F for the above  numbers by the “ Prime 
Factorization method”. 

3. Prove that 3 + 2 √5 is an irrational number. 
4. The number of prime factors of 36 is …… 

푨)         4                      B)              3            C)        2                D)           1 
푇ℎ푒 푒푥푝표푛푒푛푡푖푎푙 푓표푟푚 표푓 log 0.001   = –  3 푖푠 . . . . ..   

푨)        (−3) = 0.001         B)            (0.001) = −3    
   C)       (10) = −0.001          D)          (10) = 0.001                   

 
풋풖풏풆 − ퟐퟎퟏퟓ 

5. If the prime factorization of a natural number (n) is 2 × 3 × 5 × 7  how many consecutive zeroes 
will it have at the end of it ? justify your answer.     

6. Sol:- Given natural number (n) is 2 × 3 × 5 × 7   
7. 2 × 3 × 5 × 7  = 12600 
8. So the given number will have 2 consecutive zeroes at the end of it. 
9. State with reasons which of the following are rational numbers and which are irrational numbers. 

푖)                             √225 × √4                                    푖푖)  6√50 + 8√125 

10. Expand               log                         (4 marks) 

11. Express the numbers 6825 and 3825 as a product of its factors. Find the L.C.M and        H. C. F for the 
above  numbers by using  their product of Prime Factors. Justify answer. 

March -2016 
12. Find the value of log 125 
13. Use Euclid’s division lemma to show that the cube of any positive integer is of form 7m or 7m+1 or 7m+6 

14. Prove that √2 − 3 √5 is an irrational number. 
15. Which one of the following is not rational number ? 

푨)        log 3                       B)        5. 23                  C)         123.123               D)                

16. L.C.M of 24, 36 is …. 
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푨)          24                     B)         36                 C)              72          D)        864 
풋풖풏풆 − ퟐퟎퟏퟔ 

17. Write any two irrational numbers lying between 3 and 4. 
18. Express 2016 as product of prime factors. 
19. Use Euclid’s division lemma to show that the cube of any positive integer is of the form 3푝 표푟 3푝 + 1 표푟 3푝 + 2 

20. Prove that √3 −  √5 is an irrational number. 
21. The logarithmic form of 푎 = 푐 푖푠 ……………… 

푨)     log 푐   = 푏         B)       log 푐   = 푎     C)    log 푏   = 푐          D)      log 푎   = 푐           
March -2017 

22. Find the value of log√ 256 
23. Write any  two three digit  numbers. Find the L.C.M and H. C. F by the “ Prime Factorisation method”. 
24. Use Euclid’s division lemma to show that the square  of any positive integer is of the form  

5푛   표푟  5푛 + 1 표푟   5푛 + 4              where n is a whole number 
June -2017 

25. Find the H.C.F   and  L.C.M  of 90, 144 by prime factorization method. 
26. Is log 81 푟푎푡푖표푛푎푙 표푟 푖푟푟푎푡푖표푛푎푙 ? 푗푢푠푖푓푦 푦표푢푟 푎푛푠푤푒푟 
27. 푝푟표푣푒 푡ℎ푎푡  2 +  √3  푖푠 푖푟푟푎푡푖표푛푎푙               (  2  marks) 

28. If 푥 +  푦 = 27 푥푦,   푡ℎ푒푛 푠ℎ표푤 푡ℎ푎푡  log  = [log푥 + log  푦] 

29. In the rational number form if a terminating decimal number prime factor of the  denominator is …. 
푨)  표푛푙푦 2               B)    only 5                       C)    2 표푟 5 표푛푙푦       D)   푎푛푦푚푝푟푖푚푒 

30. log 2 +   log 5   푣푎푙푢푒 푖푠    …………….. 
푨)            1                  B)           2               C)         5               D)             10   

풎풂풓풄풉 − ퟐퟎퟏퟖ 

31. 퐸푥푝푎푛푑 log 385
10                   (1 mark) 

32. 푆ℎ표푤 푡ℎ푎푡 log + 2 log − log = log 2                     (2 푚푎푟푘푠) 

33. Prove that √3 + √5 푖푑 푠푛 푖푡푡푠푦푖표푛푠푙 푛푢푚푏푟푡                      (  4  푚푎푟푘푠) 
34. Show that the cube of any positive integer will be in the form of   8m  or 8m + 1 or  8m + 3 or  8m +5  

or 8m+7 , where m is a whole number.                                                            4 marks. 

35. 퐼푓 log 729
3 = 푥,  푡ℎ푒푛 푡ℎ푒 푣푎푙푢푒 표푓 푥 푖푠   (      ).  

푨)            9                  B)           243               C)        81               D)             6 

36. 푡ℎ푒 푛푢푚푏푒푟 표푓 푑푖푔푖푡푠 푖푛 푡ℎ푒 푓푟푎푐푡푖표푛푎푙 푝푎푟푡 표푓 푡ℎ푒 푑푒푐푖푚푎푙 푓표푟푚 표푓  푖푠                (   ) 

푨)            1                  B)           2               C)         3              D)             4 
   

푱풖풏풆 − ퟐퟎퟏퟖ 
37. 퐹푖푛푑 푡ℎ푒 푣푎푙푢푒 표푓 log√ 128                       (1 mark) 
38. 퐿푎푙푖푡ℎ푎 푠푎푦푠 푡ℎ푎푡 퐻퐶퐹 푎푛푑 퐿퐶푀 표푓 푡ℎ푒 푛푢푚푏푒푟푠 80 푎푛푑 60 푎푟푒 20 푎푛푑 120 푟푒푠푝푒푐푡푖푣푒푙푦. 
39. 퐷표 푦표푢 푎푔푟푒푒 푤푖푡ℎ ℎ푒푟 ? 퐽푢푠푡푖푓푦.  
40. Prove that √2 + √11 푖푠 푎푛 푖푟푟푎푡푖표푛푎푙 푛푢푚푏푒푟              (4 marks) 


